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A flexible solution for every space
Our products help to expand the imagination of 

designers. This applies especially to the development

of flexible space-saving solutions for hotels, congress

and convention centers, schools, restaurants, 

shopping centers and commercial buildings. Our

greatest strength is our ability to deliver custom

work. The Palace series, especially, is proof of this: 

a durable movable wall that is extremely easy to

operate. In addition to our standard models Palace

80 and 110 we offer many other possibilities, all of

them functional and fire-resistant, if required. The

design can be tailored seamlessly to your project.

For instance, if you wish to divide a room without

any loss of sound insulation and transparency, our

latest model Transpalace may offer the best solution.

Every square metre of your area to be divided can be

used as efficiently as possible. We offer durable and

quickly realisable solutions for every work or meeting

place. Of course, we also offer optimal support; not

only during the design and construction process, but

afterwards as well. 
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Plaza Athene Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand
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Create efficiency and space with Palace movable

walls! The stable space-saver that can be exactly 

tailored to your requirements. Not only is it 

user-friendly, it can be perfectly integrated into your

environment.



palace
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Ritz Carlton Berlin, Germany

From tiny offices to huge conference halls: our stylish, functional

Palace movable walls can give every space a new dimension.

In no time at all, Palace will enable you to divide a large space into

smaller units. Thanks to our extensive experience with bearing

technology and the rolling properties of a variety of different 

materials, we can find a high-quality, durable rail and trolley 

construction for every application that will also ensure an optimal

ease of operation. (Floor guidance mechanisms will not be an

obstruction to your floor.) Stability as well as perfect sound 

insulation: two typifying characteristics of Palace walls. The spindle

mechanism and the so-called acoustic pressure sleeves secure the

different panels firmly between the floor and the track. In addition,

the parking possibilities are virtually unlimited.

Version 2012
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Grand Heritage, Pattaya, Thailand

palace

Unlimited possibilities in design
Efficiency and safety, as well as esthetics and stability: that is what

the Palace 110 stands for. This robustly executed movable wall 

satisfies even the toughest requirements.
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Siam Paragon, Bangkok, Thailand

Estate de Wilmersberg, de Lutte, Netherlands

The Palace 110 makes it much easier to organise your space: 

a high degree of sound insulation, single or double doors, 

heights of more than fifteen metres, curved panels if required,

semi-automatic operation and a fire resistance rating of more 

than sixty minutes!

The Palace 110 proves that quality and design can be perfectly

integrated. This wall can be adapted to suit every interior design.

There are countless possibilities as shape, material, colour, 

finished edges, corner elements and glass openings. Even 

curved walls and tracks can be delivered.

The Palace 110 is perfectly suited to create silence, with panels

measuring only 110 mm in thickness. Even when this concerns

heights of more than 15 metres. Custom solutions are our 

specialty. In consultation with Häfele, you can determine the 

parking positions and the lay-out of the track, tailored to your 

personal requirements. For those who require a product that is

extremely easy to operate, our semi-automatically operated 

movable walls may be the very best solution. Häfele aims to 

deliver products that are completely tailored to your needs.

ä

Palace 110
•  Sound insulation of 37 to 57 dB Rw

•  Durable and stable metal construction

•  Possible heights of more than 15 m

•  Optimal flexibility, curved walls and tracks possible

•  Available in a fire-resistant model of up to 30 and 60 minutes

•  Available in a broad range of finishes

•  High-quality track and trolley system

•  Semi-automatically operated top and bottom seals possible
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Elegance and sound insulation 
The Palace 80 has a panel thickness of only 80 mm. This means a

minimal loss of space, while retaining excellent acoustic properties. 

This panel wall's slim design contributes to its ease of handling, still

corporating an optimal stability. Because they weigh so little, the

panels glide very easily over the track system. And we can also 

guarantee optimal stability.
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Shangri La, Chiangmai, Thailand

Intercontinental Hotel, Dusseldorf, Germany

Palace 80
• Sound insulation from 36 to 44 dB Rw

• Maximum height 3.05 m

• Stable and self-supporting frame construction

• Enormous flexibility thanks to a broad range of panel

For many types of users, the Palace 80 may very well be the 

ultimate solution for creating more space and flexibility. 

This movable wall with a panel thickness of only 80 mm will 

guarantee an optimal ease of operation with only the slightest loss

of space. The favourable cost aspect also makes it an excellent

alternative. Furthermore, the Palace 80 proves that a slim 

construction does not affect the stability and sound insulation. 

The trolleys of this wall are suspended on metal bearers running

horizontally through the panel. The result is a self supporting 

structure.

Pullman Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand

Models/
• Standard version with covering profiles

• Very easy to operate due to light construction

• High-quality track and trolley system

•

•

•
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palace

Transpalace
• Sound insulation till 44 dB Rw

• Design

• Glass can be replaced separately

• Aluminium profile, available in every RAL colour

• Slim glass available in every colour

• Welded aluminium/steel construction

The most exclusive model in the Palace series is the Transpalace.

This sturdy, transparent movable wall has been allow you to retain

the transparency, while enjoying what the finished with double-layer

safety glass. Transpalace will other Palace walls have to offer, such

as a high degree of sound insulation, a stable frame and a beauti-

ful design. The technology has been subtly incorporated behind a

thin pane of glass, in the colour of your choice.
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Semi-Automatic
More comfortable and convenience it came with semi-automatic

operation. The top and bottom pressure seals are controlled by

electrical device. Closing or releasing of the adjusting panel shall

be controlled electrically by a key-switch positioned on one side 

of the panel. In order to overcome power failure, we supply an

emergency transformer, which can be used when the main 

transformer of the wall does not able to give 24 V to the wall. 

With the emergency transformer, panels can be overruled and 

released. This transformer is not battery operated and needs to 

be connected with a normal 230 V power main power supply.
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Flexibility with robust simplicity
With the Mono we emphasises the most essential

aspects of movable walls: flexibility and the efficient

use of space in as simple a form as possible. The

single panels form the basis of a robust accordion

style folding wall that is very easy to use. The ball

bearing trolleys with PVC treads run smoothly and

silently along the high-quality aluminium track. This

hard-wearing system guarantees easy and silent

operation. The Mono does not require floor guides.

Our wall systems aren't only easy to use, they're also

easy to assemble. It's easy to install the wall: using

clear assembly instructions, the Mono can, in princi-

ple, be installed by one person. Of course, you can

always call upon one of our experienced assembly

teams. The Mono is available in diverse panel widths

and many combinations are possible: closure on one

side, centre closure or closure on both sides. It's

also possible to connect several walls together. The

closing post is fitted with a simple lock function. We

also offers a heavier lock and a cylinder euro lock.

When the wall is completely open, the panels form

an attractive partition that takes up very little space. 
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Type Mono

Wall height 500–3,700 mm

Wall width Max 15,000 mm per wing

Panel width 120, 150, 200 of 250 mm

Board material 14–16 mm

Vertical profiles PVC hinge profiles

Closing profiles Aluminium anodized 

Weight Ca. 11 kg/m2

Mono
• Single folding wall

• Choice of several panel widths

• Perfectly easy to operate

• Easy assembly

• Very attractive price

• Large selection of finishes

• Very "space friendly"

Version 2012
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Budget-friendly flexibility
We put the dynamic use of space within everyone's

reach with the Progress. The most important 

characteristics of this folding wall are ease of 

operation, compact dimensions and efficient design.

Slim construction and a well thought-out, patented

hinge system mean that you benefit from great 

user-friendliness. Despite its lightweight construction,

Progress has the desired stability and an excellent

acoustic value (Rw) of 28 or 31 dB. With the

Progress, you can quickly and effortlessly make new,

comfortable rooms. You can also choose from 

closure on one side or centre closure. 

A cylinder euro lock is optional.
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The dB values are measured in accordance with ISO 140 standard,

the Rw values are determined in accordance with ISO 717 standard.

Test reports are available upon request. 

Progress
• Double folding wall

• Maximum ease of operation

• Favourable price-quality ratio

• Flat or accordion wall

• Accoustic value (Rw) of 28 or 31 dB
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Create privacy with an open look and feel
The movable glass walls in our President series are elegant, offer countless 

practical applications and create a perfect partition for those whose 

foremost interests include spaciousness, design and transparency.

Version 2012
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president

Version 2012
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Clear options for every space
Movable glass walls offer a variety of applications: in shops, hotels,

cafes and restaurants and government, banking and insurance

buildings, for instance. The President series makes it easy for you

to create privacy, while its transparency and open look and feel will

allow the space itself to remain intact. Thanks to its slim 

construction, this functional and stable wall will take up only a

remarkably small amount of space in a parked position.

From shopping-arcade to reception area: the President is stylish

and will let in plenty of light. For additional privacy, the glass can be

etched, sandblasted or decorated with foil. Your company logo,

texts and entire designs can also be added. Because we develops

and produces the President series completely under its own

management, there's practically no limit when it comes to turning

creative ideas into practical solutions. A selection can be made, for

instance, between straight and curved, as well as segmented

panels. Let your imagination run free and discover, with the help of

our consultants, which movable glass wall will be shown to its best

advantage in your project!

Version 2012
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president

An enormous degree of user- friendliness and an extensive range 

of options as to design and finish are among the President's 

greatest advantages. In addition to design, we also pays a great 

deal of attention to user-friendliness.

Version 2012
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President
• Completely transparent partition

• Height up to 3.5 m

• Curved segmented models available

• Virtually unlimited choice of options in pattern and design

• High-quality track and trolley system

• Extremely durable clamping construction without necessity of drilling the glass

• Profiles and track available in several colours
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president

Advantages of a well engineered design
Perfection to even the tiniest details: that's one of our typifying 

characteristics. From raw materials and a perfectly monitored 

production process to finished products of the finest quality. Our 

standard options include an extensive choice of glass types and 

finishes. Regardless of whether your interior is dominated by light 

or dark colours: the aluminium parts of our President series are 

available in nearly every colour imaginable.

An important detail: the glass panels of the President series have

been developed so that vertical aluminium profiles will not be 

necessary. So no matter where your wall is to be installed, you can

always choose an unbroken design without the obstruction of 

unnecessary frames. Clarity and transparency areamong our highest

priorities.
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